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Mastering AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010Sybex, 2009
Welcome to Mastering AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010. As many readers have already discovered, this book is a unique blend of tutorial and reference that includes everything you need to get started and stay ahead with AutoCAD. With this edition, you get coverage of the latest features of both AutoCAD 2010 and AutoCAD LT 2010, plus the latest...
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Excel 2007 VBA Macro ProgrammingMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Develop custom Excel VBA macros

Perfect for power users, this practical resource reveals how to maximize the features and functionality of Excel 2007. You'll get in-depth details on Excel VBA programming and application development followed by 21 real-world projects--complete with source code--that show you how to set up...
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Information Processing by Biochemical Systems: Neural Network-Type ConfigurationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Research-Driven Resource on Building Biochemical Systems to Perform Information Processing Functions

Information Processing by Biochemical Systems describes fully delineated biochemical systems, organized as neural network–type assemblies. It explains the relationship between these two apparently unrelated fields,...
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JavaScript and AJAX For DummiesFor Dummies, 2009

	Learn to use these powerful tools together and build Web sites that work


	If you want to build Web pages that offer real value to your site's visitors, JavaScript and AJAX are top tools for the job. Even if you're new to Web programming, this book helps you create sites any designer will admire. With easy-to-understand steps...
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Designing with Progressive Enhancement: Building the Web that Works for EveryoneNew Riders Publishing, 2010

	Progressive enhancement is an approach to web development that aims to deliver the best possible experience to the widest possible audience, and simplifies coding and testing as well. Whether users are viewing your sites on an iPhone, the latest and greatest high-end system, or even hearing them on a screen-reader, their experience should be...
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Retirementology: Rethinking the American Dream in a New EconomyFT Press, 2010

	Looking ahead to retirement? Depending on your circumstances and your age, you may no longer have any margin for error. And your emotions and irrational behavior could be perpetuating a dangerous cycle of overspending and rising debt that may shatter whatever vision of retirement you still have. Welcome to the world of...
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Computer Networks (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	This book is now in its fifth edition. Each edition has corresponded to a different phase in the way computer networks were used. When the first edition appeared in 1980, networks were an academic curiosity. When the second edition appeared in 1988, networks were used by universities and large businesses. When the third edition appeared in...
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Mastering SAP NetWeaver PI - AdministrationSAP Press, 2009

	As the core middleware in your system landscape, SAP NetWeaver PI plays an enterprise-critical role. But how can you ensure smooth operation? This book answers your questions. Using a highly detailed scenario as an example, the authors guide you through all administration tasks and provide useful tips for your daily work.

	
...
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Protect Your Wealth from the Ravages of Inflation: A Three-Step MethodApress, 2011

	Protect Your Wealth from the Ravages of Inflation is for people who have financial assets to protect in an unpredictable, inflationary environment. Maybe you have tried traditional financial advice, financial planning, and passive investment management techniques and you’re still losing ground. Maybe you’re worried that...
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Practical Business Analytics Using SAS: A Hands-on GuideApress, 2015

	Practical Business Analytics Using SAS: A Hands-on Guide shows SAS users and businesspeople how to analyze data effectively in real-life business scenarios.


	The book begins with an introduction to analytics, analytical tools, and SAS programming. The authors—both SAS, statistics, analytics, and big data...
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Getting Started with OpenShiftO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Intrigued by the possibilities of developing web applications in the cloud? With this concise book, you get a quick hands-on introduction to OpenShift, the open source Platform as a Service (PaaS) offering from Red Hat. You’ll learn the steps necessary to build, deploy, and host a complete real-world application on OpenShift,...
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Advanced Technical Analysis of ETFs: Strategies and Market Psychology for Serious TradersBloomberg Press, 2012

	A comprehensive book filled with technical analysis tools and strategies for the advanced ETF trader


	Advanced Technical Analysis of ETFs is an important resource for sophisticated ETF traders that contains a wealth of expanded strategies for technical trade setups and includes the author's best real trade examples...
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